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Worry Party are an ambient indie four piece, with 
their roots in the North of England. They create 
texture and movement from subtle guitars and keys - 
sometimes jarringly set against bold percussion and 
home-made samples. 

"SOUVENIRS is a collection of songs about self-discovery; both through how we see ourselves, and 
how we are reflected in others. Lead single 'Traveller'  ponders whether or not repeating cycles of 
behaviour are destructive, or whether they simply reinforce our fundamental nature and should 
therefore be regarded as one of the few genuine guideposts on this journey. The follow up, 'Beach 
Blood',  laments the idea of home, and if our uniqueness prevents us from ever feeling truly rested. The 
final half of the EP focuses on relationships, with 'True North' asking why consensually toxic 
relationships exist and what they teach us about ourselves, and 'Waves' suggesting that retaining the 
minutiae of daily routines indicates the existence of deeper connections than perhaps we'd first 
realised, and that we should always afford our company the attention they deserve before we lose 
those seemingly forgettable routines forever. 

Initially only a passion project never intended for release, SOUVENIRS was written and recorded over 
the course of six months in Steven's spare room. Following positive feedback from peers, the EP was re-
imagined, spearheading a new direction for Worry Party; one that moved away from ambient bedroom 
jams and small acoustic shows, and towards regular full band gigs with live electronics and full 
instrumentation. 

'Traveller' will be released as part of SOUVENIRS on March 20th, and the EP will also include 
instrumentals, and remixes from local producers." 

Band Members: Steven Chell - vocals, 
guitar, keys / Chris Old - guitar / Laura 
Hilton - vocal / Glenn Whitfield - bass 

Influences: Bright Eyes, Death Cab for 
Cutie, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Four Tet, Modest 
Mouse, ARCA 
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